Dear all…

NEWS

SPRING 2022

THE PRIORY WITHAM ACADEMY

As we move into the summer term, it is rewarding to be able to look back and reflect on the many
exciting opportunities and events that have taken place since the start of the year. The spring term
saw many national changes regarding Covid and we would like to thank you for your continued
support in implementing and following the most up-to-date guidance.
Attendance remains a key focus for the Academy and is of high importance in allowing us to
accelerate progress and learning. We appreciate there are always genuine reasons for absence
but would also remind you that holidays should not be taken in term time. Attending school each
day and aspiring for the best possible attendance that can be achieved is hugely important.
This term will see a range of both formal and mock examinations, and pupils are working closely
with their teachers in school, as well as at home, to ensure they are ready and prepared. We look
forward to celebrating the results of these, as well as the many other success the children will have
achieved, later in the summer.
Within this newsletter, you will find an article related to parking and the safety of adults and
children moving in and out of our site. We thank you in advance for your support and for ensuring
that you follow the guidance in place.
The summer term will bring many opportunities, including our annual Believe & Achieve week
where pupils from across the Academy will have the chance to take part in a range of sporting and
cultural activities. We will share more information and pictures from this in our summer newsletter.
We would also like to take this opportunity to share some information about changes to the
leadership team at Witham. In recent years, alongside the role of Academy Headteacher, I have
also been supporting the Trust in fulfilling the role of Director of Federation Services. During this
time, the role has developed and, from September 2022, I will be moving into this position on a
full-time basis. The leadership structure at Witham will remain secure, with Mrs Tallentire continuing
as Primary Headteacher and Mrs Clarke moving to the role of Academy Headteacher. Mr Key will
join Witham from his senior leadership post at The Priory Ruskin Academy in Grantham, and will
become Secondary Headteacher. Mr Key has worked within the Trust for many years and is very
much looking forward to meeting you all and becoming a part of the Witham family.
The next term and year ahead will bring many exciting opportunities as we move forward from
managing Covid. I have very much enjoyed being part of the Witham family and look forward to
remaining in touch and seeing the Academy continue to progress.
Best wishes
Mr A Madge
Academy Headteacher

BELIEVE TOGETHER,
ACHIEVE TOGETHER

GARDENING CLUB
Time to start planting our peas!
The Gardening Club had a very successful
crop of delicious, nutritious peas in the raised
beds, which all began with the idea of planting
pea heads.
The Gardening Club used their imagination and
creativity to decorate their plant pots to create
unique faces. Five pea seeds were planted into
each pot, meaning over 200 pea seeds in total.
This year the Gardening Club are
growing a new cucumber variety
called ‘Green Fingers’ which is a
small cucumber, the perfect size for
lunchboxes.
The Gardening Club have plans to start a new
compost heap which will be used by the school
kitchen which will donate vegetable peelings
and egg shells to help create a rich soil.

Morrison’s Grow Tokens
Many thanks to everyone who
collected the Morrison’s Grow
Tokens for the Priory Witham
Academy. The School has two new
mini greenhouses, large seed trays,
plant labels and twine. This will provide extra
growing space and an area to harden off our
seeds, enabling us to grow more and different
produce for the school and community.
Twenty raspberry canes were also donated
and planted in the orchard garden.
We have also taken the opportunity to join the
seed bank, a great way of utilising a variety
of free seeds from donations. We received a
fabulous selection of seeds, and in return we
sent sweetcorn, sunflower (collected by our
Gardening Club), lettuce and radish seeds.

#Generosity

#Curiosity
Building a new Composting Heap
Mike and his talented friend, John Smith, gave three
hours of their time on Friday 4th March (despite the
inclement weather!) to build the compost heap in the
Orchard Garden. Three bays were constructed using
recycled blocks and bricks.
The Gardening Club are now using peat free
compost, for seed growing and potting on, in
only the second year of the Gardening Club’s
existence – what a wonderful achievement.
By the end of the season, the Gardening Club
will have made their own compost, which is of huge
benefit to the environment and will count towards the
criteria for an RHS award.
Thank you to our volunteers, John, Mike, Nikki and the
Gardening Club for your kindness and #Generosity.
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Our first Gardening Club of 2022!
It was wonderful to see the return of Mr Wilson and the
gardening gang.
First we planted out over 80 strawberry plants, which were
runners from last year’s plants, and had a look at the forced
rhubarb.
As it was a bit chilly, we had a hot chocolate before
planting our tomato seeds. The gardeners had a choice
of two in our first tomato trial, a pink tomato or a cherry
variety. Everyone labelled their own with their name, so we
can see whose will come up first.

#Passion
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SWAP SHOP
We are starting a ‘swap shop’ for any Academy uniform items.
The items we are collecting for the swap shop are blazers, trousers,
skirts, shirts, polo shirts, ties, jumpers (with Academy logo only please),
PE kits, coats and school shoes.
HOW TO DONATE ITEMS

EASTER HOLIDAY IN THE POLYTUNNEL
We enjoyed a nutritious, creative, day in the polytunnel and orchard garden, exploring
new tastes, grown from our own produce, recycling and growing.
We made cress eggs and coloured in our Easter garden posters. We tried potato and leek
soup, with homemade pumpkin and sunflower bread.
We made and decorated the polytunnel with paper chains and our guests took home their
potted plants to nurture and grow.
We talked about the importance of recycling and repurposing. We had a look at some
herbs, lemon balm, lavender, thyme and some strawberry plants.
Some enjoyed looking in the orchard garden,
finding and looking at the wildlife living there.

We will be arranging to place yellow bins on site, located near the Primary Reception,
where any items can be donated to the Swap Shop on selected dates which will be
publicised. These yellow bins will also be placed out at the end of the summer term for any
further donations to be made. Please only donate pieces of uniform that are in a wearable
condition; those that you would be happy for your children to attend school in themselves.
HOW TO REQUEST ITEMS
We will prepare an inventory of items donated during the summer holidays and will
share this with parents/carers by email, so items can be requested and collected from our
Primary Reception on designated days during the summer holidays. We are asking that
a voluntary contribution is made for these items, to allow us to continue to run the swap
shop. Your contribution will help towards the cost of washing items and the staff hours
involved.
We are hoping that this will have an all-round benefit to our community, environmentally
through ‘Reuse – Recycle – Reduce’, as well as financially for families who need our help
now more than ever.

#Generosity
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JON EGGING TRUST (JET) VISIT
Former pupil and JET ambassador Izzy
and Mr Worthington were both invited to
get involved in a promotional Blue Skies
video as an example of what the Blue Skies
programme could lead to after our trip to
Space Camp in America, back in 2018.
Izzy was subsequently asked to speak at
the forum which she delivered spectacularly
in front of a star studded audience, which
included BBC presenter Professor Brian Cox.

COMIC RELIEF
We are absolutely blown away by
the generosity of our families in
support of our charity non-school
uniform day for Comic Relief.
£556.41 was the amount
raised for Comic Relief which
will go towards the wide range
of charitable projects that Comic
Relief support. In addition, we
received substantial donations
of items for Ukrainian families
affected by the conflict which our
Student Leadership Team delivered
to the donation point for Lincoln
Friends of Ukraine.
Thank you for all your #Generosity!
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Izzy spoke about how the JET Blue Skies
programme had given her fantastic
opportunities to learn and experience some
amazing activities such as emergency
pool drills, low ropes and of course Space
Camp. Izzy also spoke about how JET has

influenced her character, where she feels
she has become more confident and resilient
because of all the challenges she has
embraced.
The JET Space forum’s aim was to bring
together key thinkers, industry leaders,
government officials and experts in the UK’s
burgeoning space sector, along with key
influencers from the UK’s skills and education
sector.
The aim was to ignite an open discussion
about youth employability and equal
opportunities in space, in order to help
shape future thinking and practice about
how the sector can be used to inspire,
motivate and upskill young people.
The discussion during the space forum was
for the industry leaders and government
experts to ask questions and spark the
debate. These were then put to a panel of
experts which included Professor Brian Cox
and AVM Harv Smyth, Director of Space UK.
Their open and honest answers provided
insightful thoughts into the future of the space
sector within the UK and also provided some
unanswered questions back at the audience
that will surely continue to be debated at
future space forums.

#Curiosity
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CAREERS FAIR 2022
Like the Phoenix rising from the ashes…we are back!
It was with absolute pleasure and delight
that the Priory Witham Academy Careers
Fair was able to return this year, following
a two-year absence after Covid, which
formed part of our National Careers Week
celebrations.

The event ran with 32 stalls combining old
and new exhibitors, ranging from the RAF
to University of Lincoln. Approximately 800
pupils across Years 6-13, including 90
Year 9 students from the Priory Pembroke
Academy, visited during the day.

reached its pre-pandemic success.
We look forward to next year; a
save the date was given out on
the day and some companies/
organisations have already booked
a place.

Everyone commented on the “positive
buzz” and “great atmosphere” in the hall.
Our visitors gave exceptional feedback
about all of the pupils, saying they were
“really engaged”, “asked appropriate
questions” and “were polite and well
mannered”. Such comments made us
proud of them all.

One student, Year 7,
Nadia (right) won
an Amazon voucher
of an extremely
generous amount
of £50 from Mandy
Watson, CEO
of Ambitions Recruitment, so
a huge thank you to Mandy for her
#Generosity!

The day came to a close at 3pm, leaving
a quiet hall but positive memories and we
felt extremely proud that the event had
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BBC SHARE A STORY
We were incredibly lucky to be one of 700 secondary schools visited by the BBC as part
of the Share a Story project celebrating 100 years of the BBC.
Years 7-11 participated in the interactive assemblies which were hosted by CBBC
presenter, Joe Tasker. Storytelling is central to human life and therefore was the focus of
this centenary event.

LINCOLN CITY JOURNALISM PROJECT
Three of our Year 9 pupils have had
the privilege of working with industry
professionals to display their #passion for
football as part of the Lincoln City Football
Journalism Project.

Our panellists were Carla Green from BBC Radio Lincolnshire and Kesewaa Browne,
Journalist and Assistant Producer from Newsround. The storytellers were role models for
our pupils and explored how they overcame challenges to realise their ambitions. Pupils
were able to witness an extensive technical set up along with live and pre-recorded
materials highlighting the Young Reporter project.

Pupils have already taken part in writing
sessions with their peers from across the
Federation, facilitated by professional
bloggers and experts in the field of
Journalism from the University of Lincoln.

Throughout the show, pupils were able to ask thought-provoking questions through the
rugby ball microphone which was a hit with all year groups.

Alongside this, pupils had the opportunity
to watch The Imps play former top division
heavyweights Sheffield Wednesday. Selfies
galore with City players mean that the
memories of this experience will last a long
time.

A special mention must go to Year 9 as their questions
showed maturity, #passion and #curiosity.

With a training ground visit and the launch
of the published book of their writing still

to look forward to, we have no doubt that
this project will have a huge impact on the
future aspirations of its participants, Jess,
Joe and Dylan.

FIRST STORY – WE ARE
WITHAM WRITING GROUP
What a year so far! At the very beginning of our First Story sessions, our Year 9 pupils
were a little apprehensive to be working with a brand new writer to create a collection
of short stories and poems. They were thrilled when they finally got to meet Jamie
Thrasivoulou (a successful published poet), and we could tell what a positive impact he
was going to have on our participants. Watching our group of young pupils growing into
mature and confident young adults has been an absolute joy!
The extensive work that the pupils are producing week on week continues to exceed our
expectations and we are anticipating with delight the final publication.
We would also like to say a huge thank you to all of the parents, guardians and everyone
involved in the First Story programme for helping to shape our pupils’ writing and for
enabling their creativity to flourish.
We look forward to seeing what else the group can produce and to see
their work come together ready for National Writing Day in June.
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#Passion
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BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK AT WITHAM!
SECONDARY SCIENCE WEEK
The Science department have celebrated British Science
Week in Module 4 and have embraced this year’s theme
of “Growth” with our Key Stage 3 scientists. The theme has
many different connotations which the department used to
enlighten the pupils across the Academy.
The week kicked off with some exciting demonstrations over lunch time provided by the
department. These included a rat dissection, screaming jelly baby, Van der Graaf, thermite
and methane bubbles. Students across Years 7-9 were able to drop in, ask questions and
get involved with different aspects of Science that we may not always be able to include in
normal lessons.
The rat dissection saw many enthusiastic pupils observing how the rat’s digestive system
mimics a human’s one, but on a much smaller scale. Miss Thorp was able to demonstrate
the role of the digestive system and how this system allows for animals to grow. Miss
Goldsby demonstrated the wonder of the screaming jelly baby, which demonstrated the
sugar and energy content our bodies require for respiration to release energy which is
also needed to help us grow. The week saw many enthusiastic pupils displaying our values
such as wisdom, curiosity and passion by engaging in these activities.
Witham values also excelled on the theme of “Growth” during distinct lessons around
British Science Week. Ideas around a growing infrastructure and growing population saw
our pupils compete in making the largest spaghetti and marshmallow towers. Students had
to collaboratively plan with wisdom and work generously within a group to succeed in this
challenge. In addition, growth of a microorganisms led another year group to relate the
COVID-19 pandemic to transmission and the development of vaccines, including placebo
trials.

SCIENCE CLUB
During Science Club, the children have
explored skeletons, talked about what
aero dynamic is and how to create an
aeroplane that flies.
As part of Science Week, we went onto
the field and talked about what and
how things grow and then, being kind
to nature, collected some plants and
grass that were growing on the field.
We plan to do the same again in the
summer months and compare what we
collected.
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#Courage

#Curiosity

#Generosity

#Passion

#Wisdom
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PRIMARY SCIENCE WEEK

TREE PLANTING

We had experimented with different methods
of how to separate mixtures. We then used this
new knowledge to design a machine that could
be used to clean muddy water to make it safer
to be drunk.

The theme for British Science
week this year was “Growth”
and the children were
involved in planting trees in
the school grounds.

We were inspired by the real-life problems
faced by Tudor explorers when they travelled to
new lands.

Over 100 trees have been
planted around the field and
the forest school area.

#Curiosity

The children learnt how
to correctly plant the trees
and why the saplings are
supported until they are strong
enough to thrive and grow.

#Generosity

SKELETON STUDIES
In Year 3 during Module 4, we have been
learning all about why we have a skeleton
and what would happen if we didn’t
have one. We have also used some of the
academy’s brilliant resources to explore
the skeletons of other animals.
14
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THE LINCOLNSHIRE TEENS
PILOT PROGRAMME
We are very excited to have the opportunity to participate in
The Lincolnshire Teens Pilot Programme in association with the
Teen Sleep Hub and Sheffield Children’s Hospital.
The evidence-based online training provides sleep information to
support a good night’s sleep.
68% of teens do not sleep enough during school nights, according
to national research. This supportive four-week programme is
designed to tackle the reasons why young people do not sleep well,
and the impact of sleep deprivation; and encourages the students to
think about adopting better sleeping habits for their well-being and
outcomes. #Wisdom

ROMAN DISCOVERIES
As part of their study in history, Year 3 were able to borrow real and replica Roman
artefacts from The Collection in Lincoln. It gave the children a real opportunity to explore
and imagine what life might have been like during Roman times. #Curiosity

EARLY YEARS
AT WITHAM
Reception Reading and Phonics
Stay and Learn
Thank you to all of the parents/carers who
have joined us over this module for reading
and phonics. It has been fantastic watching
your children show you how good they are at
reading and the progress they are making.
Miss Constanti does a home learning video
every week so you know what we have
been focusing on in our phonics sessions. If
you have any questions about your child’s
reading, accessing the electronic books or
accessing the phonics home learning on
Tapestry, please do not hesitate to speak to a
member of the reception team.

#Curiosity

Learning outdoors together
in Pre-Reception
A big thank you to all of the PreReception parents/carers who joined
their children for an outdoor learning
session in module 4.
It has been great to see everyone
enjoying being outdoors together.
Being outdoors is great for everyone’s
health and wellbeing and it helps
our children to further develop their
strength and balance. Children also
talk more when they are outside as
they become more confident.
Thank you again and we hope your
learning together has inspired you to
spend even more time being outdoors
together.

#Curiosity

Louie the rabbit visits Pre-Nursery and Nursery
Pre-Nursery and Nursery have been reading the story
‘Hooray for Hoppy’. The story is all about a rabbit called
Hoppy, exploring the five senses of spring.
To enhance this learning we had a visit from a rabbit, called
Louie. Louie lives with Cat, one of the Pre-Nursery and Nursery team. The children loved
finding out how soft Louie was and watching his nose twitch. #Curiosity
16
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KEY STAGE THREE STUDENTS COMPETE
IN MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION
On Saturday 26th March, a group of pupils from
Years 7, 8 and 9 competed against other schools in a
national Magistrates’ Mock Trial competition, run by
the Young Citizens project.
The pupils represented the school brilliantly,
demonstrating their hard work and dedication from
over six months of rehearsal. Each pupil had a key role
to play, such as a lawyer, witness, magistrate or legal
adviser.
Monika was also the deserving winner of the John
Storer award for Outstanding Individual Performance
in her role as a defence lawyer.

ABOVE: Monika receiving
the John Storer award for
Outstanding Individual
Performance.

The pupils learned a lot about the criminal court
system, and were fortunate enough to meet and speak
to Her Honour Judge Sjolin Knight about her role as a
full time judge at Lincoln Crown Court.

#Courage

BELOW: (L-R) Charles, Jacob, Cohen, Joao, Monika, Yasser, Madisson-Paige,
Georgia, Autumn, Thianna, Thomas, Ben and Harley.
All pictured with Her Honour Judge Sjolin Knight

YEAR 4 PEBBLE
PAINTING PROJECT
Our Year 4 pupils had the exciting task
of painting pebbles as part of a local
community project.
Esh Constuction has recently completed
the De Wint Court Extra Care Facility
on Bowden Drive and invited our pupils
to help brighten up the gardens with
their pebble designs! The children chose
a theme of nature, wellbeing and the
environment.
On 1st April, a small group representing
Year 4 presented the pebbles and placed
them in the gardens – we’re sure the
residents and their visitors will be delighted
with them.
Well done Year 4, you all showed our
Academy value of #Generosity.
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ZEST

WORLD BOOK DAY
On Thursday 3rd March, Witham celebrated World Book
Day. As a reading school, this was a fantastic opportunity to
highlight our passion for literature. Across the week, pupils
explored the importance of reading in all subject areas as a
mechanism for being a more effective historian, linguist or
scientist.
In conjunction with our Value of the module, #Wisdom, staff
updated their classroom frames showing a text which had
taught them something. Mrs Clarke has been learning about
looking after puppies, whilst Mr Brown keeps up to date with
sport on the Sky Sports website.
Eager-eyed pupils were also able to look out for book tokens
around the Academy which could be exchanged for a free
book to keep.

When Zest came in
to the Priory Witham,
they came with a
positive mission,
which was to hear
the children’s voices,
and allow them to be
heard.

Book-themed reading
lessons continued
throughout the English
department as the staff
shared their favourite
stories with students. At
lunchtime, different staff
members read aloud in the
library to our pupils.

They did just that.

Our secondary
competition this year was
the Big Book Quiz. The
winners were 7 Curiosity,
8 Curiosity, 9 Generosity,
10 Bronte and 11 Turner.
All forms received sweets
and house points.
The week culminated in entries for our Great Witham Book
Off House competition. Winners were Vito from Year 7
(winning 100 points for Turner). Katie from Year 10 finished
in 2nd place and Madisson-Paige from Year 9 in 3rd place
gaining 50 points and 25 points respectively for Bronte.
Our all-through Academy challenge was The Masked Reader
competition which saw pupils identifying the teacher. The most
wrong answers guessed were for Mrs Logan who happened
to be dressed as a pirate on the day that photographs were
taken! Thank to you all pupils and staff for participating.
Overall, both the pupils and the staff who organised the
week had an excellent time and we can’t wait to do it again
(perhaps in bookthemed costumes!)
next year on Thursday
2nd March 2023.

#Wisdom

With their
individualism and
vibrancy along with
friendliness, Zest
engaged with the
children and allowed
a space for the pupils
to express their
opinions upon many
important areas of
their lives.
Zest’s ability to relate
and to influence
the children was
infectious, creating a
great atmosphere of
debate and respect
for all opinions
circulating around the
room.
The children, as
well as the Priory
Witham staff, very
much enjoyed
this experience,
reiterating our key
values of reiterating
our key values
of being ready,
respectful and
engaged towards
children having a full
and bright future.

#Curiosity
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FROZEN TRIP

YEAR 9 DANCE
PROJECT

Pupils from Years 9-13 went to London for
the day and had a fabulous time.
After a walking tour around the sights
including Buckingham Palace, they were
able to spend time, on a beautiful sunny
day, in Covent Garden looking at the
street theatre.
The highlight was a performance
of the musical Frozen where they
all ‘let it go’ cheering at the end of
what was definitely a spellbinding
show.
It was a lovely way to appreciate live
theatre once again and get a taste of
culture in the big city.

Pupils in Year 9 took part in a dance
project with Lincoln University where they
were able to learn and develop their
skills in devising choreography whilst
also expressing their own opinions and
feelings about the impact lockdown
had on them.
The girls involved did fantastically
well, working together whilst
collaborating with Kat from the
University of Lincoln, and we look
forward to seeing their final piece in the
Summer term.

PARKING INFORMATION
We have noticed during the last module that there have been more cars accessing the
academy’s disabled parking spaces and also more taxis waiting in this area. To help
manage this we have taken the following steps:
•

Asked delivery drivers to use the Shannon Avenue entrance.

•

Reminded our duty team that only taxis and disabled drivers should be accessing
the part of the car park nearest to school.

•

Reminded pupils of how to consider the safety of themselves and others.

To support this further, please can we ask that:
•

You only park near to school or in the designated disabled spaces if you have the
appropriate permissions.

•

If you have a blue badge, you use this in the way that is meant and within the national
guidance for the use of disabled parking badges.

•

Give way to pedestrians and abide by the speed limit.

•

Avoid dropping children off out of cars into the middle of the roadway.

•

Avoid double parking, obstructing parked cars
Thank you for your continued support.
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FOOTBALL UPDATE & FITNESS SUITE
Throughout the past couple
of modules, pupils have been
busy across the academy
competing in various football
fixtures. The pupils have
travelled far and wide to
celebrate their talents in
football and have represented
the academy with great
pride. The pupils have shown
great passion when playing
and always had a sense of
togetherness in some tough
fixtures, proudly displaying our
academy values.
All teams have developed and progressed tremendously throughout the last couple of
modules and have put together some performances which they should be extremely proud
of. Recent results have featured the Year 7 and 8s in an 8-goal thriller, losing 5-3 to City,
and also the Year 9 and 10s narrowly losing 2-1 to LCA.
As a department, we are extremely proud of the way all teams have conducted themselves
on and off the pitch and cannot wait to see them progress in future fixtures.
In other news, the new Wellbeing & Fitness Suite is officially open to all staff and pupils.
As you may have noticed, the Fitness Suite has had a makeover and now boasts new
equipment to cater for everyone’s fitness needs.
The Fitness Suite is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays straight after school
for staff to use; and Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for pupils to use
(staff can use the facility after
4pm on these days). Keep an
eye out for various clubs and
workout classes coming over
the next couple of modules.
Prior to use, staff will need to
have an induction to be able
to use the new equipment. This
can be arranged after school
by contacting any members of
the PE department.
If anyone has any questions
about the Fitness Suite, then
please do not hesitate to ask.

#Passion
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RECOGNITION FOR RUGBY
REPRESENTATION
Mr Whalley grew up playing Rugby League in his home town of Warrington. Having
played both Rugby League and Rugby Union while at university, he eventually settled in
Lincolnshire, where he continued to play for Market Rasen.
Mr Whalley says the things he finds most rewarding about playing rugby, are the need for
teamwork, overcoming challenges, and the sense of achievement after a big win! In the
last 12 months however, Mr Whalley has represented the Warrington Wolves PDRL team.
PDRL stands for ‘Physical Disability Rugby League’. In the same way that the Paralympics
runs parallel to the Olympics, PDRL runs parallel to professional Rugby League, and is for
players with a physical disability.
In 2021, Mr Whalley was chosen to represent England PDRL in their preparations for the
PDRL World Cup that will take place in Autumn 2022. Here, Mr Whalley will take on
teams from across Europe, as well as Australia and New Zealand! #Courage

www.priorywitham.co.uk

